Abstract—The term gamification is a relatively new concept, but the use of games for solving a variety of problems is not a new phenomenon. Gamification is used in many industries such as marketing, politics, health, environment. In education, gamification is used as a tool to strengthen e-learning systems, motivate students to learn more effectively and engage more in the learning process. Moreover, games provide new insights on learning materials.

The concept of orchestration is defined by methods that allow the management of educational activities in such a way that a pedagogical effect is achieved. Orchestration relies on graphs that describe educational scenarios from different viewpoints - structure of activities, pedagogical ideas, workflow.

The main aim of the article is to show the possibilities of orchestration graphs as a tool for supporting gamification.

I. INTRODUCTION

Gamification is the use of mechanics known from role-playing and computer games to modify people's behavior in non-gaming situations to increase their engagement [1][2]. Technique is based on the pleasures that come from pursuing the next achievable challenge, competition, collaboration, etc. Creation allows people to engage in activities that are in line with the author's expectations, even if they are considered boring or routine [3]. The method is mainly used in marketing, science/training, market research and in motivating the company's employees [4]. Although the use of rewards, loyalty programs, and game schema elements has been used in business for a long time, the gamification itself has been described and detailed in the United States only in 2010. Then they began to appear websites such as Bunchball and Badgeville, which introduced elements familiar from games to their sites in order to diversify and attract customers.

Dillenbourg and others define the process of orchestration as a real-time management of multi-layered activities in a multi-constraints context[11]. Orchestration graph visualizes the teaching scenario consisting of learning activities [12]. Dillenbourg uses orchestration graphs in most cases as a tool to facilitate the functioning of the Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC) [13].

In this article we would like to propose a different form to use it - as a tool to support gamification.

II. THE ESSENCE OF GAMIFICATION

Education using a game methodology is a new field, but the games themselves are involved in the life of mankind since the dawn of time. Motivation and engagement are usually seen as a prerequisite for completing a task or encouraging a particular behavior.

At this point we should explain differences between gamification and serious games. There are some terms and concepts that have similarities - gamification, game inspired design, serious games, simulations and games. The boundaries between them are not clearly defined [5]:

- Game inspired design is the use of ideas and ways of thinking that are inherent in games. Game inspired design does not express in adding game elements, but rather in using of playful design.
- Gamification is the use of game metaphors, game elements and ideas in a context different from that of the games in order to increase motivation and commitment, and to influence user behavior.
- Serious games are games designed for a specific purpose related to training, not just for fun. They possess all game elements, they look like games, but their objective is to achieve something that is predetermined.
- Simulations are similar to serious games, but they simulate real-world things and their purpose is user training in an environment resembling real life.
- Games include everything mentioned above and they are designed for entertainment.

All the above-mentioned concepts have one thing in common – they use elements that are inherent in games and their purpose is to support learning and to improve users’ engagement.

In education, the main causes of poor performance are boredom, lack of commitment, and deconcentration caused by widespread access to new mobile technologies [6]. Effective game must have a clear goal, constant feedback messages, the pleasure of achieving small victories, winning small artifacts, the company of other participants in the game.
While the concept of gamification may be simple, effectively gamifying a concept isn’t. However, it can be simplified, by following a five-step process.

Understanding the target audience and the context

The decisive factor for the success of the educational program is appropriate recognition to whom it is addressed. This combined with the context in which the program is being delivered, will help in designing a program that empowers the student to achieve the objective of the program. Audience analysis can help you determine factors such as age, skills, and knowledge, analysis of the context can provide detailed information on the size of the group of students, the environment, determining skill and timing.

Defining learning objectives

Defining educational objective is based on the answer to what a student will achieve by implementing an educational program. These goals can be divided into three groups:
- General Instructional Goals such as having the student complete an assignment, a test/quiz/exam, a project, etc.
- Specific Learning Goals which could include the student understanding a concept, being able to perform a task after the training, or completing the learning program.
- Behavioral Goals which may require the student to concentrate in class, complete assignments faster, minimize distractions in class, etc.

Sequence learning process

Structuring the experience via stages and milestones enable instructors to sequence knowledge and quantify what the students need to learn and achieve by the end of each stage or milestone. These milestones work well for students as well, as it makes the ultimate objective seem more achievable and measurable, while ensuring that obstacles within and between each stage are easily identifiable. Breaking down the education program into different stages gives the instructor the opportunity to judge the objectives, context, and pain points, and prepare a more effective overall gamified process for education.

Defining game elements

After identification of stages and milestones we can decide which stages, if any, can be gamified, and how. Considering the gamification we should answer the following questions:

- can we apply tracking mechanism?
- what currency we would use and how much we need to level-up?
- are the implemented rules transparent to participants?
- does the overall system give the student and/or instructor feedback?

When designing the section being gamified, a currency can help determine levels within a stage and it is possible for a level to be a whole stage in the education program. It also gives the instructor the opportunity to use currency-based levels and rules to receive and give feedback. Feedback is an important ally, as studies show that students do better when given more opportunities to complete a task [8]. This is exactly what makes games appealing, as students are given quick feedback if they do a task wrong and have the chance to try it again.

Applying game elements in education

Gamification in education is based on the implementation of game elements into the teaching content. Game mechanics can be classified as self-elements or social-elements [9].

Self-elements can be points, achievement badges, levels, or simply time restrictions. These elements get students to focus on competing with themselves and recognizing self-achievement. Social-elements on the other hand, are interactive competition or cooperation, like for example leaderboards. These elements put the students in a community with other students, and their progress and achievements are made public.

Keeping other factors constant, social-elements can motivate students in a community setting.

Applying gamification strategies and/or technology to curriculums may often do a better job of teaching. However, it does not mean it should be a replacement for a comprehensive curriculum or face-to-face instruction. Instructors must be careful not to depend on extrinsic motivators in the game to modify student behaviour, as the habit created during the gamified process may not sustain once the extrinsic reward is gone [10].

III. CONCEPT OF ORCHESTRATION

The term orchestration can be defined as real time management of multilayered activities in a multi-constraints context [13]. The concept of orchestration defines the role of the teacher as a person defining the forms of student interaction, management of available resources and technology.

In 2015, Dillenbourg [11] introduced the idea of orchestration graphs (fig.1) in the form of timelines with social granularity on the y-axis (ranging from individual work, to small groups, whole class, and the world) and time along the x-axis (fig.1). It is a structured view of a learning scenario, consisting of learning activities (nodes). Activities take place at different social planes, have a start and an endtime.

On an individual plan students work independently on the assigned task (gathering information, writing summary, reading text, etc.).

On the set of group students work in small teams (up to 10 people) focused on solving a given problem.

Within the team, individuals may be assigned different roles, but, at the end, they need to converge on a joint product.

On the class plane, the activity involves all the students in the class: they do activities such as listening to lectures, participating in discussions, presenting posters, or visiting a museum together.
The term activity defines what students should do to achieve the goal established by the teacher. Activities do not have a specific duration, can last 2 seconds or 2 months. Some activities performed by learners cannot strictly be qualified as “learning activities” - students are not exactly learning anything, but they have to perform an activity required for continuing the learning scenario (i.e. finding teammates). Therefore term “learning activity” can be considered as synonymous with “learner activity” [11].

Activities can be described by parameters such as:
- objects
- products
- competencies
- traces
- metadata.

In orchestration graphs, activities are connected by edges. These can contain pedagogical justifications (e.g., activity 1 is an advanced organiser for activity 2), learning analytics information (e.g., student success is activity 1 is 34% correlated with/predictive of success in activity 2), and operators [13].

Operators receive data from student activities (products), and generate input for subsequent activities. Operations can include aggregation, disaggregation, assignment, translation and transformation of the student product. Operators are also used to generate social structures based on input data, such as organizing students into groups based on their previous answers [12].

Operators are classified into categories [12]:
- Aggregation operators gather data for subsequent activities (listing, classifying, sorting, synthesizing, visualizing),
- Distribution operators split data for subsequent activities (broadcasting, user selection, sampling, splitting, conflicting, adapting),
- Social operators modify the social structure of activities (group formation, class split, role assignment, role rotation, group rotation, dropout management, anonymization),
- Back-office operators enrich data with external information, including information manually provided by human actors (grading, feedback, anti-plagiarism, rendering, translating, summarizing, converting, updating).

In gamification you may attempt to use the following operators which capture the spirit of the game: real time feedback, tracking mechanism, leveling, currency, teaming, plot twisting, loss aversion, challenges, discovery and exploration, countdown.

The use of graphs and operators to illustrate the implementation of games in education will be presented in the next section.

IV. POSSIBILITY OF USING ORCHESTRATION GRAPHS IN GAMIFICATION

In order to judge the effectiveness of gamification, scientists of University of Cape Town (UCT) decided to apply it to an existing Computer Science course focusing on 2D games design and development a traditional computer game [14]. The game had a Steampunk theme. Steampunk is a science fiction sub-genre set in an alternate past similar to the Victorian era, but with advanced technology. Students are introduced to a secret “Order of the Curmudgeons”. This order is a club of mad scientists, each with their individual quirks and expertise. A device called the “Crowther Engine” has gone missing and the students must solve the mystery of its theft. This is accomplished by earning clues by completing tasks. Once the students unravel the final set of clues, they have solved the mystery.

The long-term goals of the second year Games Course are to teach development concepts and skills relevant to 2D games design. Gamification is intended to aid in meeting this long-term goal by [14]: improving the students review of course material, increasing meaningful class participation, fostering problem solving skills, increase lecture attendance, encouraging creativity in practical tasks.

Each of these sub-goals in design was linked explicitly to a reward structure, through an experience point (XP) system. The students were given short timed assessments, in the form of quizzes, once a week. The quizzes were based on lecture material taught in the previous week and promoted a review of course material after lectures. Students were awarded experience points (XP) for achieving various levels of success: 10 XP were given for 70-79%, 20XP for 80-89%, 30XP for 90-100%.
Fig. 2 Orchestration graph with operators

Sporadic group challenges were organised throughout the semester to practice game development concepts learnt in class.

The above mentioned activities can be visualized using orchestration graphs (fig 2).

As you can see above operators fit into the framework of the previously described ones. Operator 1 and 2 contains operators (mentioned in chapter III) such as leveling, challenge, countdown, loss aversion (not getting a reward, but avoiding punishment).

By using graphs we can accurately plan student behavior, enhance all educational-related factors - participation in lectures (gaining extra points), group work (brainstorm to overcome difficult challenges), knowledge exchange (to shorten task execution time).

V. CONCLUSION

So far orchestration graphs have been used as a tool to support the functioning of MOOC [12]. We want to propose to use them in gamification, which is one of the educational approaches and techniques that increase motivation and engagement of learners [15].

Use of orchestration graphs can open new opportunities for support of development of an effective strategy for the implementation of gamification in e-learning.
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